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ABSTRACT

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a popular technology to
protect sensitive data and programs. Recent TEEs have proposed
the concept of enclaves to execute code processing sensitive data,
which cannot be tampered with even by a malicious OS. However,
due to hardware limitations and security requirements, existing
TEE architectures usually offer limited memory management, such
as dynamic memory allocation, defragmentation, etc. In this paper,
we presentAshman—a novel software-based memory management
extension of TEE on RISC-V, including dynamic memory alloca-
tion, migration, and defragmentation. We integrate Ashman into a
self-designed TEE and evaluate the performance on a real-world de-
velopment board. Experimental results have shown that Ashman
provides memory management functions similar to native user
applications while ensuring enclave security without modifying
hardware.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It has been proved that OSs are not trustworthy for running sensi-
tive applications. Therefore, to resolve the urgent needs of trusted
computing, researchers and developers have proposed the concept
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of Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [1, 2, 6, 8, 12–14, 22, 24, 28–
30, 32]. Existing TEEs often offer enclaves to support applications
running isolated from the host OS [2, 8, 13, 14, 22, 24, 29]. Conse-
quently, users can easily develop enclave applications for trusted
computing or services. Intel SGX [2] provides a specific Software De-
velopment Kit (SDK) for developers to create applications. However,
the functionalities of enclave applications are limited in SGX; for
example, dynamic memory allocation is unavailable in SGXv1 [11,
17, 26]. Although SGXv2 [25] proposes a newmechanism to support
dynamic memory allocation, the lack of accessibility [21] reduces its
usability. Other existing TEEs offer a set of runtime libraries [22] or
even microkernels [8, 20] to allow standard Executable and Linkable
Format (ELF) files running as enclave applications. Unfortunately,
although the developers can build enclave applications without us-
ing specific SDKs, they still cannot provide full functionalities as a
native application (i.e., the application running on the host OS). One
of the most significant differences is memory management. Because
enclave memory isolation is an essential requirement for TEEs, ex-
isting TEEs [14, 22] rely on hardware primitives (e.g., TrustZone
Address Space Controller (TZASC) [23] on Arm and Physical Mem-
ory Protection (PMP) [3] on RISC-V) to ensure the memory isolation.
However, these hardware primitives can only provide isolation for
a limited number of segments of contiguous physical memory re-
gions. As a result, these TEEs cannot provide flexible and efficient
memory management since they depend on hardware primitives.

Nevertheless, continuous memory regions are expensive for en-
clave applications due tomemory fragmentation, which refers to the
discontinuity between newly requested memory and the previously
allocated ones. Hence, TEEs have to use additional hardware prim-
itive configurations to protect the discontinuous memory regions.
As a result, once hardware primitives run out, the TEE cannot pro-
tect new memory regions. To address this challenge, Keystone [22]
enforces the enclave application to request for adjacent memory
only. However, in this case, the available memory for enclave appli-
cations is then affected by its neighbors. For example, if an enclave
application’s memory area is completely surrounded by two other
ones, it would not be able to request new memory. Moreover, the
hardware primitives also limit the number of concurrent enclave
applications. For example, Keystone needs to assign a set of PMP
entries to each enclave application, so the number of concurrent en-
clave applications is limited by the total number of PMP entries [22].
SANCTUARY [14], for another example, also has a limitation on
the maximum number of running enclaves due to the hardware
constraint of TZASC.
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To address the memory management restriction, Penglai [16], for
example, modifies hardware ranter than utilize generic hardware
primitives to protect enclave memory. Nevertheless, significant
modifications to the hardware reduce its deployability. Furthermore,
our goal is to construct an extension for existing TEEs, and we
expect our solution to be based on generic hardware primitives
without hardware modifications.

In this paper, we propose a flexible and efficient memory man-
agement mechanism named Ashman as an extension for TEEs on
RISC-V. Based on the standard hardware primitives that protect
the enclave memory regions, Ashman provides memory allocation
and defragmentation algorithms for TEEs to manage memory. We
implementAshman on top of our self-designed TEE Coffer [7] with
411 lines of code (LoC). Then we evaluate Ashman on an Allwinner
D1 Nezha development board [10] and QEMU emulation. The ex-
periment shows that Coffer can support more than 100 concurrent
enclaves with at least 149% improvement in memory utilization.

We summarize our contributions as:

• We break the constraint on the number of concurrent en-
claves due to the hardware-based memory protection mech-
anism. The experiment shows that Ashman supports hun-
dreds of concurrent enclaves without hardware modifica-
tions.
• We significantly increase the memory utilization of enclaves.
Random high-pressure memory allocation tests illustrate
that Ashman improves the utilization rate by at least 149%.
• We propose new algorithms of memory allocation and mem-
ory defragmentation with a low performance overhead. The
experiment with the RV8 benchmark [5] demonstrates that
Ashman introduces a 3.49% overhead in the worst case.
• We open-source our code of Ashman and experimental re-
sults on github.com/Compass-All/Ashman to facilitate fur-
ther research.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 pro-
vides the background and related work of memory management in
RISC-V and state-of-the-art TEEs. Section 3 introduces our design
of the proposed memory management approach. Implementation
details are listed in Section 4, and Section 5 shows the evaluation
results of the approach. Section 6 discusses other probabilities in
this approach and future work. The conclusion lies in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK

2.1 RISC-V Security Mechanisms

2.1.1 RISC-V Privileges. The RISC-V standard [3] defines three
software privilege levels: User Mode (U-mode), Supervisor Mode
(S-mode), and Machine Mode (M-mode). Each processor can only
run under a particular privilege level at a time. The privilege levels
determine permissions for several operations, such as accessing
specific memory, manipulating certain registers, etc. In general,
user applications run in U-mode, the OS kernel or runtime lies in
S-mode, and the firmware resides in M-mode together with the
bootloader.

2.1.2 Physical Memory Protection (PMP). RISC-V introduces PMP
to control access to the physical address space. Specifically, a PMP

entry can be configured for a contiguous section of physical mem-
ory. The number of PMP entries is implementation-specific. For ex-
ample, SiFive U74-MC [31] supports 8 entries, whereas the generic
virtual platform on QEMU supports 16 entries [9].

2.2 Memory Management in Existing TEEs

Keystone [22] relies on Linux’s memory allocation mechanisms (i.e.,
Buddy Allocator and the Contiguous Memory Allocator) to create
and dynamically allocate the enclave memory regions. Each enclave
application is discretely located in memory and requires a separate
PMP entry to protect its memory area. Therefore, Keystone only
supports a limited number of enclave applications. Besides, once
an enclave is allocated, it cannot be migrated elsewhere by Linux.
Hence, if there is insufficient memory adjacent to the enclave, the
enclave application may fail to continue.

In the past few years, existing state-of-the-art TEEs have pro-
posed the following strategies to resolve the memory management
issues:
Additional address translation. vTZ [18] on Arm maintains an
additional translation in hypervisor mode to support intermediate
physical addresses (𝑖𝑝𝑎) between virtual addresses (𝑣𝑎) and physical
addresses (𝑝𝑎). This way, it can configure the 𝑖𝑝𝑎 space to utilize both
contiguous memory protection in hardware and dynamic memory
management in TEE-kernel. However, the hypervisor extension in
RISC-V is not supported so far by real-world development boards.
Therefore, the approach cannot be applied to RISC-V machines.
Customized hardware. On enclave initialization, CURE [13] de-
pends on Contiguous Memory Allocator as well. The maximum size
of the enclave memory is fixed, and dynamic memory allocation for
enclaves is supported by either host OS (for User-space enclaves)
or the enclave’s own runtime (for Kernel-space enclaves). Mem-
ory accesses in CURE are controlled by modified arbiters on the
system bus. Due to the hardware limitations on the arbiter, CURE
can only support 13 enclaves concurrently with limited memory
management.

TIMBER-V [24] utilizes tagged memory, which extends memory
words with additional bits for metadata, to distinguish between the
normal and secure memory. Additionally, an enclave can interleave
normal memory regions to reduce memory fragmentation. By this
way, TIMBER-V is able to provide dynamic memory management
as well as unlimited number of concurrent enclaves. However, such
features are based on additional customized hardware primitives,
sacrificing the nativeness of enclave applications.

Penglai [16] also manages secure memory via the tagging mech-
anism. It relies on a modified allocator in Linux to manage host
OS memory and enclave memory in unit pages. To ensure strict
permission control, Penglai introduces self-designed registers and
page table walkers to distinguish between host and enclave pages,
bringing heavy modifications to hardware.

3 DESIGN

3.1 Overview

Figure 1 offers a brief overview of a generic TEE on RISC-V. The
S-mode runtime, isolated from the host OS, provides essential sup-
ports for enclave applications to execute. It also maintains page
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Figure 1: TEE Overview on RISC-V
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Figure 2: Existing Solution: Protecting Enclaves by Multiple PMP

Entries in Host OS

tables for itself and the enclave application. The Security Moni-
tor (SM) runs in M-mode to configure memory for enclaves. It also
utilizes PMP to ensure memory isolation.

Our design principles are to provide a memory management
model for enclaves similar to that of native user applications. Thus,
we need to achieve the following goals beyond the essential require-
ments of security:
G1: Breaking the restriction on the number of concurrent

enclaves. Generally, a PMP entry can only protect a contiguous
memory region. As Figure 2 shows, the TEE protects each enclave
with a unique PMP entry when the processor lies in the host OS.
Therefore, the number of concurrent enclaves is limited by the
number of PMP entries. One of our goals is to provide a memory
management method to overcome the limit imposed by PMP.
G2: Making full use of physical resources for enclave mem-

ory support. Typically, a native user application may request mem-
ory resources at any time and can always obtain new memory re-
gions whenever resources are sufficient. Thus, we need a dynamic
memory allocation mechanism to satisfy the needs of enclave ap-
plications. Meanwhile, repeated allocations and deallocations may
cause external memory fragmentation leading to difficulties in
further allocation and unbearable memory waste. Therefore, an
efficient countermeasure against fragmentation is our goal as well.

3.2 Memory Access Control

We should takemeasures tomanage enclavememory securely while
satisfying G1. That is, we need to ensure the isolation of enclaves
without limiting the number of concurrent enclaves.

The isolation of enclaves consists of two parts: 1) a running en-
clave only has access to its own memory regions, and 2) the enclave
memory should be invisible to the host OS. As Figure 3(a) demon-
strates, when an enclave is executing, we only need to configure one
PMP entry on its own memory region. In this way, the enclave can
only see its own memory, and any access to unconfigured memory
regions will be denied. When the processor is in the host OS, we
need to ensure the sufficient number of PMP entries. We enforce
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(a) Memory Access Management for Enclave Applications
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Figure 3: Ashman’s Access Control in Different Scenarios
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the host OS not to occupy memory regions between enclaves so
that only one PMP entry is sufficient to protect all enclave mem-
ory. This approach naturally breaks restrictions on the number of
concurrent enclaves.

3.3 Dynamic Memory Allocation

3.3.1 Naive Solution. To fulfill the requirements of G2, we need to
make full use of PMP to utilize all memory regions for the host OS
and enclaves. According to Figure 3, there exist unused memory
regions between enclaves. To fully make use of these regions, we
introduce a defragmentation approach for enclave memory.

For the most straightforward intuition, suppose we can only use
one PMP entry to protect the physical memory of the enclave appli-
cation. It means that we must ensure that all memory in an enclave
is contiguous. Thus, all memory partitions are naturally used by
enclave applications. However, as Figure 4 shows, even if Enclave 1
only needs two partitions, all other enclaves may be migrated to
make room for the allocation. Note that eachmigration also requires
rebuilding the page table of the migrated partitions; the overhead
associated with frequent memory migrations is unacceptable.
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3.3.2 Complete Solution. To reduce the overhead, we investigate
different cases of memory allocation carefully. The flow chart of
the whole process is illustrated in Figure 5, and the entire process
is depicted in Appendix A.
Case 1. Intuitively, if free adjacent memory is sufficient, Ashman
expands the enclave memory contiguously. Furthermore, to make
each enclave application’s surroundingmore likely to be free,Ashman
allocates enclave memory regions sparsely in the reserved region,
which is shown in Figure 6(a).
Case 2. If Ashman finds that there is not enough free space adja-
cent to an enclave application,Ashman puts the requested memory
into any free area. In other words, Ashman allows fragmented en-
clave memory and utilizes multiple PMP entries when the enclave
is running, as illustrated in Figure 6(b). We observe that in enclave
contexts, Ashman only needs to protect the running one, so multi-
ple PMP entries can be adopted to fulfill the protection for multiple
memory fragments. Therefore, Ashman allows fragments as many
as PMP entries for each enclave application.
Case 3. Further, when PMP entries run out, Ashman performs a
lightweight migration strategy that moves the smallest fragment
to a free memory region, as demonstrated in Figure 6(c). Note that
Ashman only migrates the smallest fragment to minimize overhead.
After the migration, the migrated fragment can expand the memory
in the new area, as states in Case 1. To maintain the sparsity of the

allocated regions, Ashman always chooses the largest free memory
region for migration. In addition, the migration destination will be
as close to the midpoint of the free memory as possible.
Case 4. Memory compaction is the rearrangement of memory for
all enclave applications. It happens when Ashman does not find
any available memory to perform Case 3. Ashman firstly identifies
whether memory compaction has been performed previously in
this allocation. A positive result indicates that there is no more
space available at this point; otherwise, Ashman performs memory
compaction.

Figure 6(d) depicts the process of memory compaction. In general,
Ashman moves all allocated memory to one side; therefore, all
possible free memory is merged to the other side. This way, all free
memory in the memory pool can be used for memory allocation.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe the implementation ofAshman in terms
of two scenarios of memory allocation and migration. We integrate
Ashman into our self-designed TEE Coffer [7] and deploy it on a
real-world development board: Allwinner D1 Nezha board with
T-HEAD C906 single core and 2GB RAM. Ashman is implemented
on top of OpenSBI, which is the standard firmware for the RISC-V
platform. The version we are using is OpenSBI v0.9 [4].

4.1 Memory Allocation

4.1.1 Memory Initialization. At first, we need to reserve a physical
memory region for enclaves. To meet the isolation requirement,
we modify Linux’s memory allocator to exclude memory regions
for enclaves. Specifically, at Linux boot time, we set the migrate
type of most of the pages (i.e., all pages except those necessary for
Linux kernel) managed by Linux to MIGRATE_ISOLATE [27], which
enforces the Linux memory allocator not make use of these pages.
The SMmanages the reserved memory as the enclave memory pool.

To minimize the impact to host OS brought by the TEE, we allow
Linux to utilize some of these pages temporarily. To be specific,
we modify Linux’s out-of-memory exception handler. When Linux
runs out of memory, it will try to request a memory section from
the SM. The SM checks whether the boundary section (i.e., the
boundary between the enclaves and the host OS) is occupied. If so,
the SM will perform memory migration, and the boundary section
is allocated to Linux. Finally, The SM releases the corresponding
PMP restriction so that Linux can access that memory region.
4.1.2 Memory Partition. The minimal memory management unit
in Linux is one-page large (i.e., 4KB in size). Here, we introduce
memory partition and increase the smallest memory management
unit to 8MB in size. This way, Ashman assigns at least 8MB large
memory for each allocation request. Although memory partition in-
troduces internal fragmentation, it significantly reduces the number
and overhead of free memory allocations and migrations.
4.1.3 Enclave Memory Paging. The TEE runtime and the enclave
memory need different address spaces. The runtime needs to take
charge of all available memory, so we firstly apply a simple map-
ping rule for the whole enclave memory by adding an offset to each
physical address. Then, we perform an extra mapping on memory
regions used by the enclave application. Besides, since the map-
ping rule for the enclave application is unordered, we record each
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mapping to the inverse map. Therefore, the update of page tables
during migration can be either located by the offset or the inverse
map. Details of memory migration and inverse map are explained
in Section 4.2.

4.1.4 Dynamic Memory Allocation. To support dynamic memory
allocation, we maintain a memory pool inside the runtime for each
enclave upon creation, which holds page information of unused
memory in the allocated partition(s). When an enclave application
requests memory, the runtime first checks whether the application
memory pool can provide sufficient pages. If the pool runs out of
memory, the SM allocates a new partition following the procedure
described in Section 3.3 and informs the runtime of the correspond-
ing information. The runtime then sets up the page table and refills
the application memory pool for enclave applications.

4.2 Memory Migration

4.2.1 Migration Overview. The memory migration mechanism is
the core part of our solution to enclave memory fragmentation.
The migration process consists of building up the new partition
and tearing down the old one. The SM first assigns the destination
partition to the enclave, then copies the entire content over. Finally,
the source partition will be zeroed and freed.

4.2.2 Updating Page Table. Enclave applications consistently ac-
cess memory via virtual addresses. During the migration process,
the physical address of the content has been changed, so we need
to update the memory mapping for the migrated part to make sure
that virtual addresses are correctly mapped to the new physical
addresses.

As introduced above, we have two memory mappings inside
one enclave for the runtime and enclave application. For runtime
pages, the SM only needs to update the address offset because
of the simple mapping strategy. As for enclave application pages,
one intuitive approach is to traverse all page table entries and
update the migrated physical address. This approach brings great
overhead when the enclave is large, so we introduce the inverse
map mechanism below to increase updating efficiency.

4.2.3 Inverse Map. By observations of our allocation algorithm, it
can be implied that migrations usually take place in the smallest
partition of an enclave. Thus, we can obtain the virtual address
corresponding to physical memory in the migrated fragment so
that the necessary page tables are updated.

We achieve this goal by introducing an inverse map to hold the
physical-to-virtual correspondence. Before an enclave application
starts, the runtime creates an inverse map with initial information
and informs the SM. When the enclave is running, the inverse
map will be updated along with the page table. If a partition needs
migration, the SM looks up the inverse map for virtual addresses
for page table updates so that the overhead is a constant.

Moreover, we reduce the size of the inverse map. In our design,
the inverse map contains triples of the form (𝑝𝑎, 𝑣𝑎, 𝑛), where 𝑝𝑎,
𝑣𝑎 represent physical and virtual address and 𝑛 marks the number
of adjacent pages beginning with 𝑝𝑎. The usage of 𝑛 significantly
reduces the size of the inverse map while ensuring the efficiency of
indexing. Typically, for an enclave with 256MB memory, around 20
entries are sufficient in the inverse map.

Table 1: LoCs of Components in Ashman

Components Lines of Code

Memory Pool Operations 40
Memory Allocation 178
Memory Migration 164
Memory Compaction 29
Total 411

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we first describe our experiment setup and then
evaluate our design following three research questions:
• RQ1: Does Ashman significantly increase the Trusted
Computing Base (TCB)?
• RQ2: How many of the concurrent enclave applica-

tions can Ashman support?

• RQ3: Can Ashman make use of available memory as

much as possible?

• RQ4:What efficiency canAshman gainwhenperform-

ing memory migration and crunching?

5.1 Experiment Setup

We prototype Ashman on Allwinner’s D1 Nezha board (T-HEAD
C906 single core, 2GB RAM), and QEMU (single-core, 4GB RAM)
based on TEE architecture Coffer [7]. For D1 Nezha, the host OS is
based on Linux 5.4; for QEMU, the host OS is based on Linux 5.13.
Both require a lightweight modification (< 30 LoC) on Linux’s Out
Of Memory (OOM) handler.

We first evaluate the LoC of each component of Ashman to
answer RQ1. Then we utilize QEMU of large memory size to study
RQ2 and RQ3, which are hardware independent. Last, we measure
the performance overhead on the D1 Nezha board to answer RQ4.

5.2 TCB

Table 1 shows the lines of codes (LoCs) for each component of
Ashman. Compared to the firmware Ashman based on, which con-
sists of 16,605 LoCs, the added TCB of Ashman is small. Therefore,
we answer the RQ1 and Ashman is not supposed to increase the
TCB of TEE desgin significantly.

5.3 Maximal Enclave Concurrency

In our prototype with QEMU, Ashman enables Coffer to success-
fully support up to 128 concurrent enclaves under a memory pool
of 1GB. The upper limit of 128 here is because the Coffer imple-
mentation requires each enclave application to consume at least
8MB. Therefore, the maximal number of enclaves can be high on
a device where the memory pool is large. Theoretically, given a
device with enough memory, there is no limit on the number of
concurrent enclave applications in Ashman.

Table 2 shows a comparison of different TEE architectures on the
RISC-V platform. For other existing TEE platforms, there is either
an upper limit of concurrent enclave number, or the architecture
requires additional hardware other than standard PMP. Ashman
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Table 2: Comparison of the Number of Concurrent Enclaves in

Different TEEs on RISC-V

Name # of Concurrent Enclaves No Hardware Modification

Keystone [22] # of PMPs ✓

CURE [13] 13 ✗

Sanctum [15] # of DRAM regions ✗

TIMBER-V [24] Not limited ✗

Penglai [16] Not limited ✗

Coffer with Ashman Not limited ✓

supports a scalable number of enclaves without any hardware mod-
ification. Therefore, RQ2 is answered.

5.4 Memory Utilization

Memory utilization characterizes how physical memory is actually
used by enclave applications. The memory utilization rate is cal-
culated as 𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑/𝑀𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 , where 𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 is the memory used by an
enclave and𝑀𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 is the size of the memory pool. It should be noted
that inner fragments are not taken into account in 𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 . Inner
fragments appear when an enclave allocates a memory partition
but does not use it up.

To precisely evaluate memory utilization in Ashman, we design
an experimentwith concurrent enclaves keeping allocatingmemory
from the pool. The concurrent enclaves are designed to have similar
behaviors to real-world applications. They allocate memory of
random sizes in turn. The size for each allocation ranges from
1MB to 128MB. We perform the experiment on Coffer with/without
memory migration. Without memory migration, the allocating
procedure has to stop when one of the enclaves fails to allocate
memory from the pool. We calculated the memory utilization at
this moment. With memory migration, the procedure carries on
until all memory partitions are allocated by the enclave. The pool
size in the experiment is chosen to be 256MB, 512MB, 768MB, and
1GB and the number of concurrent enclaves ranges from 16 to 128.

The experiment results are shown in Figure 7. The figure shows
memory utilization rate improvement for different numbers of con-
current enclaves and different sizes of the memory pool. The dashed
lines represent the memory utilization rate without Ashman, rang-
ing from 14%𝑡𝑜43%. The solid lines represent the memory utiliza-
tion rate with Ashman, which ranges from 39% to 89%. Among
different cases, Ashman improves the memory utilization rate by
149% ∼ 516%. Note thatAshman does not provide 100%memory uti-
lization due to the minimummanagement unit of memory (memory
partition). As the number of enclave applications increases, more
memory regions are allocated to enclave applications while not
used. When the number reaches 128, they consume 1GB of memory
for creation. Subsequently, memory requests from either enclave
application fail, but still much memory without in-use.

The experiment shows thatAshman significantly improvesmem-
ory utilization. Therefore, we have answered RQ3 that Ashman
enables Coffer to make full use of physical resources.

5.5 Performance Overhead

To evaluate the performance overhead brought by our proposed
enclave memory management, we focus on two aspects: (1) the
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efficiency of memory allocation and (2) the overhead of memory
migration.
5.5.1 Memory Allocation Efficiency. We evaluate the efficiency
by measuring: (a) the time consumption of an enclave allocating
different sizes of memory, and (b) the memory allocation time as a
percentage of total execution time for enclaves. The experiments
are performed on a D1 Nezha development board.

For (a), we design two memory allocation tasks to run both in
the enclave and the host OS and compare the time consumption
measured in cycles. The first task is to simply allocate a given size
of memory all at once, whereas the second is to allocate differ-
ent sizes of memory randomly until the total amount reaches a
given value. The experimental results are shown in Figure 8. The
green/blue line stands for one-time/random-accumulated allocation
in Ashman, respectively, and the orange/red line corresponds to
one-time/random-accumulated allocation in host OS, respectively.

Figure 8 shows two turning points of time consumption in
Ashman. The turning points are at 4KB and 8MB, corresponding to
page size and memory partition size, respectively. They appear due
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Table 3: Memory Allocation Time in RV8 Benchmarks

Name qsort aes miniz norx primes

Size 193MB 98MB 27MB 98MB 6MB
Cycles 5.02 × 108 2.52 × 108 6.42 × 107 2.52 × 108 1.39 × 106

Percentage 3.49% 1.61% 0.15% 1.56% 0.01%

12 4 8 16 32 64
Number of Partitions
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1 × 109

2 × 109

2 × 109

2 × 109
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Figure 9: Time Consumption of Memory Migration

to the following reasons. When the requested memory size is below
4KB, the system call brk is not necessarily invoked. Otherwise, the
enclave runtime handles brk, resulting in context switch overhead
between U-mode and S-mode. When the requested size is larger
than 8MB, the enclave runtime further requests the SM for one
more memory partition, which additionally brings overhead caused
by S- to M-mode context switches.

The allocation efficiency in the enclave is lower than that in the
host OS for twomain reasons. First, for a memory region larger than
8MB, a switch into M-mode is necessary for Ashman. Second, the
enclave runtime utilizes a simpler memory management algorithm
than the host OS to reduce the TCB.

As for (b), we measure the memory allocation time in RV8 bench-
marks [5]. The experiment results are listed in Table 3. During the
entire run, the memory allocation only takes 0.01% ∼ 3.49% of
the total execution time. Therefore, Ashman does not add much
performance overhead to the enclave.
5.5.2 Memory Migration Overhead. In the following, we evaluate
the overhead caused by migrations. In Ashman, each enclave con-
tains a primary partition that holds runtime settings such as page
tables and extended partitions allocated for the enclave applica-
tion. Intuitively, migrating a primary partition involves additional
modification in runtime and thus takes a longer time.

Wemeasure the time consumed to migrate both types of memory
partitions by creating an enclave of different sizes and migrate the
enclave entirely. The overheads, presented in cycles, are plotted in
Figure 9, where the x-axis indicates the number of partitions to mi-
grate. The difference between the primary partition and extended
partitions slightly bends the slope down when there is more than
one partition. On average, it takes around 5.7× 107 cycles (∼0.057s)

to migrate a primary partition and 5.2 × 107 cycles (∼0.052s) to mi-
grate an extended partition. Thus, we can infer that the overhead is
negligible compared to the whole execution time (RV8 benchmarks
generally take 14s ∼ 28s to finish).

Therefore, we have answered RQ4 that both memory allocation
and memory migration are efficient in Ashman, bringing a small
performance overhead to the tested TEE.

In summary, Ashman enables the support for executing a large
number of enclaves simultaneously and a high physical resource
utilization rate with a small performance overhead.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

Shared Memory. Shared memory is a universal technique for na-
tive applications to communicate to others. Host OS provides some
easy-to-use interfaces to map the same physical address to the vir-
tual address of multiple processes [19]. So far, Ashman does not
support shared memory due to memory isolation. Similar to Key-
stone, a designated "untrusted" area is pre-defined as a buffer for
approximation of shared memory. We can achieve so by enforcing
this area not migratable in the enclave memory pool.
Parallelism. Ashman can support parallelism by design, and we
are on the way to implement it to a multi-core environment. The
challenge raised by parallelism is that multiple enclave applications
may require memory migrations simultaneously. Using locks with
inter-core communication may solve this challenge.
Page Table. In our current prototype, we pre-allocate 1MB of mem-
ory for each enclave to store the page table (131,072 entries). This
approach intends to simplify the process of mitigating memory
that contains the page table. Therefore for each enclave application,
the available memory region is actually limited by the size of the
page table. In our current implementation, an enclave application
can use 512MB (131,072 × 4KB) of memory at most. Leveraging
RISC-V’s megapage mechanism [3] can overcome the limitation
and support up to 256GB of memory.
Memory Compaction. Currently, memory compaction simply
migrates all memory partitions to one side. This way, it does not
mitigate the fragmentation of enclaves. Therefore, if the memory
is under high pressure, there may be only enough for new requests
but not for the migration of existing fragments. There are many
ways to alleviate this problem; for example, the entire memory
pool can be extended. In addition, we can also introduce memory
swapping during compaction to eliminate enclave fragmentation.

7 CONCLUSION

We propose a generic extension to the memory management of
existing TEEs. Along with the careful design, we demonstrate the
usability of our solution in high-workload scenarios. On top of
our migration and compaction algorithms, TEEs provide a close-to-
native memory management mechanism for enclave applications.
With our algorithm, we hope it can be integrated into future TEE
designs.
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A MEMORY ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1:Memory Allocation Algorithm
Input :𝑛: Number of requestsed partitions

𝑅: Set of adjacent regions owned by the enclave
𝑁 : Maximum number of allowed PMP regions

Output :𝑠: The first partition of requested memory
1 Function malloc(𝑛)

// 1. Expand region if possible

2 foreach 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 do

3 𝑠 ′ ← find_largest_contiguous_nearby(r);
4 if sizeof(𝑠 ′) ≥ 𝑛 then

5 𝑠 ← expand_region(r, s’);
6 return 𝑠;

// 2. Allocate new region if PMP sufficient

7 if |𝑅 | < 𝑁 then

8 𝑠 ← find_contiguous_free(n);
9 if 𝑠 ≠ NULL then

10 𝑅 ← 𝑅 ∪ {𝑠};
11 return 𝑠;

// 3. Find a smallest region for migration

12 𝑟 ′ ← argmin𝑟 ∈𝑅 sizeof(𝑟);
13 𝑠 ← find_contiguous_free(𝑛 + sizeof(𝑟));
14 if 𝑠 ≠ NULL then

15 migrate(𝑠 , 𝑟 ′);
16 𝑅 ← 𝑅 \ {𝑟 ′} ∪ {𝑠};
17 return 𝑠;

// 4. Try performing compaction

18 if is_compacted() then
19 return out_of_memory();
20 else

21 memory_compaction();
22 return malloc(𝑛);
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